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Molecular dynamics simulations are used to examine the nanometer-scale indentation of a thin film
of amorphous carbon with a nonrigidsp3 bonded carbon tip. The simulations show in detail the
atomic-scale mechanism of the indentation process and compare the bonding character of the film
before and after indentation. The computationally determined elastic modulus of the
amorphous-carbon film is found to be 243 GPa, in good agreement with experiment. ©1997
American Vacuum Society.@S0734-2101~97!07303-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid advances in proximal probe technology over
last decade have changed our ability to investigate, proc
and manipulate materials at the nanometer scale, where
properties are no longer similar to the bulk.1 As this impor-
tant new realm of nanometer-scale materials enginee
continues to be explored and understood, our ability
manufacture new devices will grow.

One widely used proximal probe is the atomic force m
croscope~AFM!,2,3 which is used to study nanometer-sca
mechanical and surface properties of materials.4–13These ex-
periments have motivated these simulations, where
nanometer-scale indentation of a hydrogen-termina
amorphous-carbon~a-C:H! thin film is investigated with mo-
lecular dynamics~MD! simulations. There have been seve
other simulations of tip-surface interactions,14–17 including
the indentation of amorphous carbon with an earlier vers
of the hydrocarbon potential employed here, using a d
mond tip that was held rigid throughout the indentation.17

The goals of the current work are threefold:~1! to deter-
mine the atomic-scale mechanisms of nanometer-scale
dentation, ~2! to examine bonding and stress distributi
changes ina-C:H thin films as a result of indentation, and~3!
to compare the computationally determined Young’s mo
lus ofa-C:H to experimental results. This simulation uses
improved version18 of a widely used hydrocarbon potenti
originally developed by Brenner.19 The resulting atomic-
scale picture of the indentation process should provide v
able insight into experiments involving mechanical test
using atomic force microscopes and nanoindentation ins
ments.

a!Electronic mail: sinnott@engr.uky.edu
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II. METHODOLOGY

The MD simulations are performed by integrating Ne
ton’s equations of motion with a third-order Nordsieck pr
dictor corrector using a time step of 0.2 fs.20 The forces on
the individual atoms are derived from a reactive-empiri
bond-order~REBO! hydrocarbon potential that accurately r
flects the energetics, bond lengths, and lattice constant
both solid-state~diamond and graphite! and gas-phase hydro
carbon materials.19 However, it yielded elastic constant
which were generally lower than experimental values.15–17

Hence, this potential has been modified~improved! to accu-
rately reproduce the elastic constants of diamond and gra
ite while maintaining its original properties. The improve
potential yields elastic constants for diamond ofc11510.78
31011 N m22, c1251.3131011 N m22, and c4456.831011

N m22, which are in good agreement with the experimen
values of c11510.7631011 N m22, c1251.2531011

N m22, and c4455.831011 N m22.21 The elastic constants
are obtained from calculated dispersion curves22 ~frequency
versus reduced wave vector!. The potential is not explicitly
fit to experimental data for amorphous carbon; hence,
characterization of amorphous carbon in the simulations
purely predictive.

The improved REBO potential includes improved analy
functions for the intramolecular interactions and an expan
fitting database, which includes molecular-bond energ
barriers for the formation of various radicals, and vibration
frequencies and heats of formation of many organic m
ecules. The electrons are not treated explicitly, however
forces arising from effects such as orbital resonances
symmetry are not realistically treated. Furthermore, the
tential is relatively short ranged, so long-range van d
Waals or related forces are neglected. Recently, the
93615(3)/936/5/$10.00 ©1997 American Vacuum Society
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937 Sinnott et al. : Simulations of the nanometer-scale indentation 937
proved REBO potential was used successfully to simu
the selective patterning of diamond surfaces.23

The tip used in the indentation simulation is a flat-end
sp3 bonded carbon tip. The test specimens are a hydrog
terminated diamond~111! substrate ~C~111!:H! and a
hydrogen-terminateda-C:H film on a diamond~111! surface.
The C~111!:H substrate is composed of 14 layers of carb
with each layer containing 64 atoms. The bottom and
layers are hydrogen terminated with 64 atoms. Thus,
C~111!:H substrate contains 1024 total atoms@Fig. 1~a!#. The
tip is constructed by removing atoms from~111! diamond so
that a structure with low surface stress resembling an
verted pyramid with a flattened apex is formed@Fig. 1~a!#.
Hydrogen atoms are added to meet the valence requirem
of carbon. The tip contains 696 total atoms, 197 in the py
midal asperity and 499 atoms in the base to which the as
ity is attached.~For thea-C:H simulations the base of the ti
contains 1176 atoms so that it will match the periodic bou
ary conditions of the largera-C:H system.! The projected
contact radius of the flat-ended apex is estimated to be a
6 Å.

Thea-C:H system is composed of diamond~111! covered
by amorphous carbon. The diamond substrate consists o
layers of carbon with each layer composed of 166 ato
The carbon layer furthest from the tip and the surface
hydrogen terminated. Thea-C:H film contains 2672 carbon
atoms, while the total number of atoms in the substr
@film1diamond ~111!# is 4000 @Fig. 3~a!#. Thus, the total
number of atoms~tip and substrate! in the amorphous-carbo
film simulation is 5373.

Thea-C:H film is produced by heating the center 20 la
ers of a three-dimensional 60 layer slab of diamond to 8
K while holding the remaining atoms fixed in the ideal di
mond lattice structure. The heated section is allowed to
order completely, and then quenched to room temperatu
a rate of 7.7 K/fs. After equilibrating the system at 300 K,
the rigid carbon atoms on one side of the disordered reg
are removed and replaced by terminating hydrogen atom
create thea-C:H film. The rigid carbon atoms on the othe
side are allowed to relax; the six layers nearest the am

FIG. 1. Snapshots from a simulation where a diamond~111! surface is in-
dented by asp3 bonded tip. The dark gray spheres are the carbon atom
the tip, the light gray spheres are the carbon atoms in the surface, the
spheres represent surface hydrogen atoms, and the black spheres rep
tip hydrogen atoms.~a! Time50.0 ps,~b! time56.0 ps,~c! time515.0 ps.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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phous region comprise the diamond substrate in the inde
tion simulation. Prior to indentation, about 21% of the ca
bon atoms in the film aresp3 hybridized, 58% aresp2

hybridized, less than 2% have two nearest neighbors,
about 0.1% have five nearest neighbors. The remaining
oms are at the film edges. Experimentally, amorphous car
produced by evaporation or sputtering of graphite is mai
sp2 hybridized, while amorphous-carbon films obtained
mass-selected ion beam deposition are primarilysp3 hybrid-
ized, although there is some dependance in each case o
exact deposition conditions including the percent of atom
hydrogen incorporated into the film. Simulations with th
earlier version of the potential created amorphous-car
films through molecular deposition that were 10%–16
sp2-like depending on deposition energy.24

Experimentally,a-C:H films contain residual stresses.25,26

The magnitude of the residual stress depends on many
ables, among them deposition conditions, substrate iden
film thickness, andsp2 to sp3 ratio. A stress analysis of the
a-C:H film in our simulation shows a random distribution
internal compressive and shear~von Mises! stresses, where
about 2% of the atoms have shear~6% have compressive!
stresses in excess of 64 GPa. The average compressive
in the film is about 4.0 GPa while the average shear~von
Mises! stress is about 2.5 GPa. Experimentally, stresse
amorphous carbon depend on the substrate on which the
is grown and the deposition conditions; average total val
ranging from 0.8 to 2.5 GPa have been reported.27

Starting configurations for the simulations are shown
Figs. 1~a! and 3~a!. The two outermost layers of the tip an
the substrate are held rigid. Moving towards the center
each figure, a Langevin thermostat is applied to the next
layers within the substrate~three layers within the substrat
for thea-C:H film!, and the next two layers within the tip t
control the temperature of the system.28 The remaining at-
oms evolve in time according to Newton’s equations of m
tion with no constraints. Both tip-substrate systems are fu
equilibrated at 300 K prior to indentation. To simulate
infinite surface, periodic boundary conditions are applied
the plane perpendicular to the indentation direction.

Indentation of both systems is performed by moving t
rigid layers of the tip 0.05 Å closer to the substrate a
equilibrating for 400 time steps. This process is repeated
achieve indentation, thus insuring that the temperature of
system remains close to 300 K. Retraction of the tip is p
formed by moving the rigid layers away from the substrate
the same rate and equilibrating. The force on the tip is ta
to be the sum of the forces on the rigid-layer tip atoms
eraged over the last 100 steps of the 400 step equilibratio
minimize fluctuations in the force due to the relaxation
atoms between movements of the tip.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. C(111):H substrate

Simulations of the indentation of C~111!:H were done to
assess the mechanical properties of the tip, which are
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938 Sinnott et al. : Simulations of the nanometer-scale indentation 938
sumed to be softer than bulk diamond. Pictures of a typ
indentation of C~111!:H are shown in Figs. 1~a!–1~c! as a
function of time. While the data from only one indentatio
simulation are shown, additional simulations where the
interacts with a different part of the surface show simi
results. These results are used to ascertain the nature o
tip-surface interaction. For example, comparing the pictu
before and after indentation@Figs. 1~a! and 1~c!# shows a
lack of adhesion and permanent deformation. Therefore,
interaction under the present loading conditions is conside
elastic. Figure 2 shows the load on the tip as it pushes aga
the diamond surface as a function of the distance that the
travels. The arrow indicates the point where the tip com
into physical contact with the surface. Thus, in this simu
tion, the tip deforms by about 4 Å.

Simulated force-distance curves can be used to calcu
the reduced elastic modulus of the tip-sample system. Fo
elastic indent, the slope of the loading portion of the for
curve is related to the reduced modulus. The relations
varies depending on the geometry of the indentor. For
ample, classical elasticity theory predicts a linear relati
ship for flat-ended indentors and a nonlinear relationship
spherical or conical indentors. Force-distance curves
tained with nominally pointed AFM indentors are usua
linear.6

For the C~111!:H substrate, the force-distance curve in t
loading region is linear. Therefore, the relationship relat
the slope to reduced elastic modulus is given by29

F52Erah, ~1!

whereF is the force,Er is the reduced elastic modulus,a is
the radius of the contact area, andh is the penetration depth
The reduced modulus is given by

1/Er5~12y1
2!/E11~12y2

2!/E2 , ~2!

wherey is Poisson’s ratio and subscripts 1 and 2 denote
and substrate, respectively.

The slope (DF/Dh) of the loading portion of the force
distance curve shown in Fig. 2~inset! obtained by linear
regression30 is 33.5 nN/Å. Using a projected radius of co

FIG. 2. Force on the tip vs distance of the tip for the indentation of
diamond~111! surface. Only the loading portion of the curve is shown. T
arrow indicates the point where the tip first touches the surface. The
shows the line of best fit to the data.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 15, No. 3, May/Jun 1997
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tact of 6.0 Å, Eq.~1! yields a reduced modulus of 279 GP
~It is worth noting that the value of the reduced modul
depends on the value used for the contact area of the
Recent simulations have shown that for covalent mater
the geometry of the indentation in the plane of the surfac
not the physical geometry of the indentor.31 Thus, it is diffi-
cult to determine an accurate radius of contact. For this r
son, the same indentor is used for all the indentations
cussed here.!

It is clear from an analysis of the atomic positions as
function of time @Figs. 1~a!–1~c!# that the tip deformation
includes significant twist and shear components during
indentation while the diamond~111! substrate undergoe
only slight deformation. It is suspected that these deform
tion mechanisms are due to the shape of the tip~with no
extensive, stabilizing lattice! and the hydrogen–hydrogen re
pulsion between the tip and the substrate. This would
count for the tip being significantly softer than the diamo
~111! substrate.

The Young’s modulus of diamond~111!, E(111), can be
calculated from elastic constants,ci j , derived from the
REBO potential using32

E~111!5
6c44~c1112c12!

~c1112c1214c44!
. ~3!

Equation~3! yields a value of about 1347 GPa. Using E
~2!,33 the elastic modulus of the tip is 357 GPa. Although t
tip was expected to be softer than bulk diamond, it is s
surprising to note the order of magnitude difference in mo
lus. This much smaller modulus accounts for the lack of a
significant penetration of the diamond surface by this t
One can conclude from this result that othersp3 bonded
carbon structures that are small enough to lack an exten
lattice network have mechanical properties that are also
nificantly different from bulk diamond. This result may b
applicable to understanding the properties of diamond asp
ties encountered in processes such as tribology.

B. a-C:H film

The same tip is used to indent thea-C:H film. As the
indentation proceeds@Figs. 3~a!–3~c!#, the tip penetrates the
surface of the thin film and only deforms slightly via shea
in contrast to the case for the diamond~111! surface. The tip
penetrates about 4.0 Å, which is about 20% of the total thi
ness of the film. In a uniform film, one would expect a cla
sical distribution of compressive stresses at the end of the
with shear~von Mises! stresses at the edges. However,
analysis of the stress distributions in thea-C:H film at the
point of maximum indent indicates that atoms in the fi
compress in a nonuniform manner at the end of the tip, fo
ing a jagged pattern of compression, rather than the expe
parabolic distribution. This is probably due to the fact th
amorphous carbon can be thought of as carbon clusters

et
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939 Sinnott et al. : Simulations of the nanometer-scale indentation 939
different local densities.34 Therefore the response of the no
uniformly distributed carbon clusters will be more comp
cated than the classical case. The observed compre
stresses~average value of 120 GPa in the vicinity of th
indentor! do not extend to the diamond substrate. After t
tip is withdrawn, only about 1.5% of the atoms in th
a-C:H film have larger compressive stresses than they
prior to indentation, and less than 0.3% have larger sh
stresses. The average compressive stress is about 6.0
and the average shear stress is about 4.6 GPa.

To ascertain the extent of rearrangement, the bond
character of the film was examined after indentation. T
hybridization of the indenteda-C:H film is: 20% of the car-
bon atoms aresp3 hybridized, 59% aresp2 hybridized, 1%
of the carbon atoms have only two nearest neighbors,
0.1% of the carbon atoms have five nearest neighbors.
indicates that no significant rearrangement of thea-C:H film
took place during indentation. After the tip is withdrawn, n
depression is left on the surface of thea-C:H film @Fig. 3~c!#;
therefore the indentation is considered to be elastic.

The loading portion of the force-distance curve is ag
linear~Fig. 4! and is related to the reduced modulus of the
and film. Linear regression~inset Fig. 4! yields a slope of
18.4 nN/Å. Using Eq.~1!, a value of 153 GPa is obtained fo

FIG. 3. Snapshots from a simulation where an amorphous-carbon film
indented by asp3 bonded tip. The dark gray spheres are the carbon atom
the tip, the light gray spheres are the carbon atoms in the film, the w
spheres represent surface hydrogen atoms, and the black spheres rep
tip hydrogen atoms.~a! Time50.0 ps,~b! time58.0 ps,~c! time514.9 ps.

FIG. 4. Force on the tip vs distance of the tip for the indentation of
amorphous-carbon thin film. Only the loading portion of the curve is sho
The arrow indicates the point where the tip first touches the film. The in
shows the line of best fit to the data.
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the reduced modulus. From Eq.~2!, the modulus of the
a-C:H film is estimated to be 243 GPa. If one assumes the
has the same modulus as diamond, Eq.~2! would give a
value of 157 GPa for the modulus of thea-C:H film. Hence
determining the relative modulus of the tip in the C~111!:H
indentation is important in calculating the modulus of t
a-C:H film.

Experimental values for the elastic moduli of amorphou
carbon films vary depending on deposition condition
growth technique, and thesp3 to sp2 ratio. Films made by
laser plasma discharge with ansp3 to sp2 ratio of 3:1~75%
diamondlike! have a Young’s modulus of 369 GPa.35 Low-
ering the percent diamondlike character of the film redu
the modulus. Films made by ion beam assisted deposi
have moduli between 100 and 260 GPa for films with 0%
16% diamondlike character.36 Sputtered, amorphous-carbo
films have a modulus of approximately 140 GPa37

Amorphous-carbon films~that contain hydrogen! deposited
by rf plasma are found to have moduli between 120 and
GPa.38 The value of the modulus obtained here is thus with
the expected range fora-C:H films.

IV. SUMMARY

Simulations have been performed that model
nanometer-scale indentation ofa-C:H with asp3 bonded tip.
The simulations have revealed important atomic-sc
mechanisms that occur during indentation, such as the t
and shear deformation modes of the tip. We have also ex
ined the effects of tip penetration on the arrangement of
carbon atoms within the thin film. Little change in the h
bridization of the carbon atoms or the randomly distribut
compressive and shear~von Mises! stresses within the film
are observed after indentation.

Finally, the simulations have allowed us to quantitative
determine the modulus of a thin amorphous-carbon fi
which is found to be much softer than bulk diamond. T
calculated value of 243 GPa shows good agreement w
experiment. Hence, simulations of nanometer-scale ind
could be one way of studying the mechanical properties
films too thin to indent experimentally. In addition, th
modulus of the tip was determined through an elastic ind
tation against diamond~111! to have a modulus of 357 GPa
which is significantly different from the modulus of dia
mond.

In short, the atomistic simulations of the nanometer-sc
indentation of a surface and a thin film have provided qu
tative insight into the mechanical deformation proces
which take place during indentation, and quantitative pred
tions that compare well with experimental data.
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